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This study presents the first convective-scale 1000-member
ensemble simulation over central Europe, which provides
a unique data set for various applications. A comparison to
the operational regional 40-member ensemble of Deutscher
Wetterdienst shows that the 1000-member simulation over-
all exhibits realistic spread properties. Based on this, we
discuss two potential applications. At first, we quantify the
sampling error of spatial covariances of smaller subsets com-
pared to the 1000-member simulation. Knowledge about
sampling errors and their dependence on ensemble size is
crucial for ensemble and hybrid data assimilation and for
developing better approaches for localization in this con-
text. Secondly, we present an approach for estimating the
relative potential impact of different observable quantities
using ensemble sensitivity analysis. This shall provide the
basis for consecutive studies developing future observation
and data assimilation strategies. Sensitivity studies on the
ensemble size indicate that about 200 ensemblemembers
are required to estimate the potential impact of observable
quantities with respect to precipitation forecasts.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Over the past thirty years, the skill of numerical weather prediction (NWP) has improved tremendously. This progress
results from both scientific and technological advances in various fields (Bauer et al., 2015). Advanced data assimilation
(DA)methods and especially the incorporation of flow-dependent error covariances from ensembles was onemajor
contributor (Bonavita et al., 2016; Bannister, 2017). Additionally, new computational resources have allowed higher
resolution and regional NWPmodels, which nowadays usually resolve deep convection explicitly based on a grid spacing
of a few kilometers. The chaotic nature and limited predictability of convection, however, also poses new challenges in
terms of data assimilation. In particular, the higher resolution and low predictability calls for the assimilation of spatially
and temporally highly resolved observations (Gustafsson et al., 2018). Consequently, substantial efforts have been
made to assimilate high-resolution radar reflectivity and cloud-affected satellite observations (Miyoshi et al., 2016b;
Harnisch et al., 2016; Scheck et al., 2018; Sawada et al., 2019). However, successfully assimilating such observations
requires both accurate parameterizations as well as accurate estimates of highly flow-dependent error covariances
(Houtekamer and Zhang, 2016).
Ensemble-based estimates of error covariances strongly depend on the available ensemble size. Current operational
ensemble systems range from about 20 up to 250members as the affordable ensemble size is restricted by compu-
tational cost. Given that the number of ensemble members is therefore much smaller than the number of degrees
of freedom of the model implies several challenges: On the one hand, a small ensemble does not sample all possible
states. On the other hand, the estimates of error covariances are substantially affected by sampling errors leading
to spurious correlations. To reduce sampling errors, localization is usually applied, which damps correlations after a
certain distance (Gaspari and Cohn, 1999). However, finding appropriate localization scales is an important challenge as
real correlations can extend over thousands of kilometers in the horizontal and throughout the entire troposphere in
the vertical (Caron and Buehner, 2018; Lei et al., 2018). Furthermore, satellite observations often provide vertically
integrated information that can not be assigned to a single level. Thus, it is crucial to understand error covariances
better, to quantify sampling errors depending on the ensemble size and to develop improved techniques for sampling
error correction and localization.
Another major challenge is the development of observation and data assimilation strategies for high-resolution NWP
given a vast amount of potentially available information in developed countries (Gustafsson et al., 2018). First, NWP
centers do not have the human resources to incorporate all these often complex sources of information at the same
time. Secondly, new observation selection strategies are especially required considering the vast amount of unused
observations provided by radars, satellites, ground-based profilers or community observations (e.g., smartphones,
webcams, and renewable power production). Last but not least, technological advances have led to novel andmuch
cheaper remote-sensing instruments that could be deployed in the future. Therefore, better knowledge is needed on
what observations aremost important for convective-scale NWP andwhere to put priorities and resources.
Several large-ensemble assimilation and forecast studies have been conducted to address these challenges, but mostly
using lower-resolution or idealized models. The latest generation of supercomputers allows one to perform high-
resolution big ensemble forecasts with a frequent update cycling (Miyoshi et al., 2015, 2016a). First experiments
using a 10240-member global ensemble showed that large ensembles can be applied to learn about sampling errors,
non-Gaussianity (Miyoshi et al., 2014) or to improve covariance localization (Kondo andMiyoshi, 2016). Furthermore, a
study by Jacques and Zawadzki (2015) computed 1000 convective-scale forecasts to investigate background errors for
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radar data assimilation.
In this study, we calculated a set of ten ensemble forecasts with 1000members each using a full-physics non-hydrostatic
regional model (SCALE-RM) with a horizontal grid spacing of 3 km. First, we compare the 1000-member ensem-
ble simulation against the operational convective-scale 40-member ensemble system of Deutscher Wetterdienst
(COSMO/KENDA; Baldauf et al. (2011); Schraff et al. (2016)). This comparison is done to show that the 1000-member
ensemble performs reasonablywell and exhibits realistic properties despite differences in theDAandmodelling systems.
The large ensemble is afterwards used to derive realistic spatial and spatiotemporal correlations. These correlations
serve as truth for quantifying the error that would bemadewith smaller subsets of the full ensemble. Previous studies
used the same assumption as a basis for studying sampling errors but with smaller ensemble sizes (Hamill et al., 2001;
Bannister et al., 2017). The present 1000-member ensemble is also used for a more detailed evaluation of sampling
errors and correctionmethods in Necker et al. (2019).
As a second step, we present an approach to develop observation and DA strategies based on ensemble sensitivity
analysis (ESA; Ancell and Hakim (2007)). This approach uses spatiotemporal correlations as a proxy for the potential
impact of observable quantities. Themain focus of our study is to assess the sensitivity of precipitation to a selection of
model quantities. Precipitation is chosen as it is a primary forecast quantity of convective-scale forecasting systems.
ESA has successfully been used in various synoptic-scale (Hakim and Torn, 2008; Torn andHakim, 2009; Torn, 2010;
Hanley et al., 2013; Barrett et al., 2015) and convective-scale studies (Bednarczyk and Ancell, 2015;Wile et al., 2015;
Hill et al., 2016; Limpert and Houston, 2018). However, most ESA studies relied on fairly small ensembles sizes and
focused on the qualitative interpretation of sensitivities. The large ensemble simulation of the present study can be
used to quantify the contribution of sampling errors for ESA.
Thismanuscript is outlined as follows: Section 2 provides details on the 1000-member ensemble experimental setup and
introduces how the potential impact can be estimated using ESA. Section 3 splits into three parts: First, we compare the
1000-member ensemble simulations to a smaller, but well-tuned independent operational modelling system. Second,
we analyze sampling errors and discuss localization in DA using spatial correlations. Third, we show how spatiotemporal
correlations can be used as a proxy for the potential impact of observable quantities and discuss sampling errors in this
context. A summary with conclusions follows in Section 4.
2 | EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS
2.1 | Ensemble simulations
2.1.1 | SCALE-RM1000-member ensemble
Our experiment comprises a set of ten ensemble forecasts during summer 2016with 1000 ensemble members and
forecast lead times of 14h. Forecasts are generated coupling two domains through an offline nesting approach (see
flow-chart in Fig. 1a). The outer domain is used for the 15-km grid spacing cycled ensemble data assimilation and
driven by Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS1; NCEP) boundary conditions. Initial conditions for the inner
domain are obtained by downscaling from 15-km to 3-km grid spacing. The convective-scale forecasts are driven
by additional forecasts performed in the 15-kmmesh size outer domain. The GEFS system consists of 20 ensemble
members generated using an ensemble transformwith scaling approach (Ma et al., 2014) and stochastic total tendency
perturbation to represent model errors. Ensemble members are integrated with the Global Forecast System (GFS)
model with an spectral resolution of T564 and 64 vertical levels. Output data is available every 6 hours in a regular grid
1https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/model-data/model-datasets/global-ensemble-forecast-system-gefs
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with a horizontal resolution of 0.5 degree.
In detail, initial conditions for the 15 km cycled experiment on 28May 2016 00UTC are taken from a previous 1000-
member DA experiment over the same domain that has been spun-up for oneweek. The 3-h cycling is continued for
oneweek till 03 June 2016 and includes 56 cycles. Perturbed boundary conditions are provided every 6 hours and are
generated combining the GEFS 20-member analysis ensemble with 1000 randomly generated perturbations. The i-th
random perturbation is added to the j-thGEFS ensemblemember, where j = i − 20 ∗ f l oor ( i−120 ), so the i-th ensemble
boundary condition is a combination of a unique random perturbation with the j-thGEFS ensemble member. At the
beginning of the cycle, these perturbations are obtained as the difference between two random atmospheric states that
correspond to the same season and time of the day. In the following cycles, the perturbations are updated using the
following rule: If at time t the i-th random perturbation is generated by computing the difference between atmospheric
states at times t i 1 and t i 2, the perturbation at time t+dt is computed as the difference between atmospheric states
at times t i 1 + dt and t i 2 + dt. This guarantees a smooth evolution of the random perturbations. Before applying the
perturbations to the boundary conditions, their amplitudes are re-scaled by amultiplicative factor equal to 0.1. This
re-scaling factor is chosen to significantly reduce the amplitude of the perturbations which, otherwise will be equal to
twice the climatological variability of the state. Atmospheric states for the computation of random perturbations are
obtained from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) data-set (Saha et al., 2010) in the period between 2006
and 2009.
Our simulation applies the SCALE-LETKF DA system (Lien et al. (2017)). The SCALE-LETKF system combines the
open source Scalable Computing for Advanced Library and Environment - RegionalModel (SCALE-RM; version 5.1.2)
(Nishizawa et al., 2015; Sato et al., 2015; Nishizawa and Kitamura, 2018) and a Localized Ensemble TransformKalman
Filter (LETKF) (Hunt et al., 2007). TheLETKFassimilates conventional observationsusing a3-hourly assimilationwindow
on the 15 km grid. The localization is done with an R-localization approach (Greybush et al., 2011) using a Gaussian
function with a fixed localization scale of 120 km in the horizontal and 0.3l n(p) in the vertical and a cut-off radius equal
to 2√10/3 times the localization scale. The ensemble spread is inflated using relaxation to prior spread (RTPS) with a
relaxation coefficient of 0.8 (Whitaker andHamill, 2012). Figure 1b shows the 15-kmmesh size cycling domain that
is centered over Germany. The outer domain extends over an area of 100 × 100 grid points and exhibits 31 vertical
levels. Themodel physics configuration is similar as in (Lien et al., 2017; Honda et al., 2018). All the experiments use the
Tomita (2008) single-moment bulkmicrophysics scheme, theMellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino 2.5 closure boundary
layer scheme (Nakanishi and Niino, 2004), the Model Simulation Radiation Transfer code for the representation of
radiative fluxes (Sekiguchi andNakajima, 2008) and the Beljaars-type surfacemodel (Beljaars andHoltslag, 1991) for
the computation of soil variables and surface fluxes.
The convective-scale 14-h forecasts are computed in the inner forecast domain (Fig. 1b). The convective-scale domain
measures 350 × 250 grid points with a 3 kmmesh size and 30 vertical levels. The initial conditions for each forecast are
downscaled from the 15 km analysis to 3 kmmesh size (cold-start approach). Additional lower-resolution 15 kmmesh
size 15-h forecasts provide frequent (hourly) boundary conditions for the convective-scale forecasts (Fig. 1a). Our study
analyzes a total of ten consecutive 1000-member ensemble forecasts that are initialized by downscaling every 12 hours
from 00UTC 29May to 12UTC 02 June 2016. All simulations have been performed on the K-computer at the RIKEN
Center for Computational Science in Kobe, Japan (Miyoshi et al., 2016a,b).
2.1.2 | COSMO-DE 40-member ensemble
The SCALE-RM convective-scale 1000-member ensemble simulation is compared to regional forecasts computed
with the operational forecasting system of Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD). The DWD DA system is composed of
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F IGURE 1 (a) Flow-chart of the 1000-member ensemble simulation setup. (b) Experimental domains used for
15 km cycling and forecasts (dotted), 3 km forecasts (dashed), and ensemble sensitivity analysis (solid).
the regional NWPmodel COSMO-DE (Baldauf et al., 2011) and the Km-scale ENsemble Data Assimilation (KENDA;
Schraff et al. (2016)) system. KENDA is based on a 40-member LETKF. In contrast to the operational setup of DWD,
latent heat nudging is switched off (no radar observations are used) and only conventional observations are assimilated.
The horizontal (100 km) and vertical (ln(p)=0.3) localization scales are similar to the SCALE-LETKF system 1000-
member experiment, but localization is done using a Gaspari-Cohn-function (Gaspari and Cohn, 1999). COSMO-DE
is a non-hydrostatic limited-area forecast model and has a horizontal grid spacing of 2.8 km with 50 vertical levels.
COSMO-KENDAsimulations are driven by the global ICONensemble (Zängl et al., 2015) that has a horizontal resolution
of approximately 16 km. Similar to the 1000-member ensemble simulation, COSMO-DE 40-member 12-h forecasts are
initialized twice a day at 0 and 12UTC during the same five-day summer period in 2016, but COSMO-DE uses an LETKF
instead of downscaling. The COSMO-DE domain extends over approximately 1200 × 1300 km and has the same domain
center as the SCALE-RM domain. Both simulations are compared using an almost overlapping domain, whichmeasures
200 × 200 grid points for bothmodels (see the innermost domain in Fig. 1b). A difference of approximately 10% in the
domain size originates from the unequal horizontal grid spacing of bothmodels (2.8 km vs. 3 km). However, this should
hardly affect the analysis carried out in this study as the domain size difference is small and the analysis is performed
sufficiently far from the boundaries in both cases. Further details on the COSMO-KENDA simulation can be found in
Necker et al. (2018).
2.2 | Synoptic situation
Figure 2 shows the general weather situation during the experiments. The five-day periodwas largely determined by
an atmospheric blocking over the Atlantic ocean leading to a fairly stationary weather situation over central Europe
(Piper et al., 2016). An upper-level trough accompanied by a shallow surface lowwas located over the experimental
domain (Fig. 2a). The low-pressure system stayed almost stationary over France and Germany and reached its minimum
pressure on 30May (Fig. 2c). This led to a highly unstable environment with weak pressure gradients and synoptic-scale
flow that changed from southerly (29./30. May) to easterly (31. May and 1./2. June).
At the beginning of the experimental period (Fig. 2b and 2d), the low-level advection of moist and warm air masses from
southern Europe increased the thermal instability over Germany. Both strong surface heating, as well as convective
instability, forced the development of deep convection and thunderstorms on all five days. In addition, low wind
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.


















































































































(d) 31May 2016, 00UTC
F IGURE 2 (a, c) ECMWF IFS analysis of geopotential height at 500 hPa (shaded, dam) and contour lines of sea level
pressure (white contour, hPa). (b, d) ECMWF IFS analysis of temperature at 500hPa (shaded, K) and contour lines of
specific humidity (white contour, g/kg).
speeds at 500 hPa led to several slow-moving cells causing locally extreme precipitation. The highest number of severe
precipitation events occurred on 29May 2016 (Fig. 3d) producing flash floods, landslides, hail, and tornadoes over
southern Germany. In some regions, the rainfall exceeded an amount of 100mm per day. Observed thunderstorms
showed a distinct diurnal cycle peaking in the late afternoon. Overall, the five-day period and adjacent days were
characterized by strong convective precipitation. This provides a unique period that was also investigated as a test case
in several other studies using the COSMO-KENDA system (Rasp et al., 2018; Necker et al., 2018; Keil et al., 2019; Baur
et al., 2018; Bachmann et al., 2019).
2.3 | Methods
2.3.1 | Sampling error correction (SEC)
Anderson (2012) introduced a statistical sampling error correction (SEC) that corrects for the overestimation of
correlations due to spurious correlations. The sampling error corrected correlation rsec can be obtained by
r̂sec = γm,p (r̂ )r̂ , (1)
where γm,p (r̂ ) is provided by a look-up table for a given ensemble sizem and a prior distribution p given the sample
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correlation r̂ . The sampling error correction is calculated with an offlineMonte Carlo technique assuming that the prior
p is uniformly distributed in the range [-1, 1]. The SEC is only a function of the sample correlation r̂ , the ensemble sizem
and the prior p . A detailed description of the calculation of the look-up table is documented in Anderson (2012). Our
study applies a SEC table that is provided within the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART; Anderson et al. (2009))
that was calculated independently of our simulation. Given that the look-up table has already been computed for the
ensemble size, only the sample correlation r̂ is required to obtain the corrected correlation rsec .
2.3.2 | Ensemble sensitivity analysis and potential impact
Ancell and Hakim (2007) introduced ensemble sensitivity analysis (ESA) as the sensitivity S of a forecast response




≈ covm (J, x)
v arm (x) , (2)
where J and x are vectors consisting of m ensemble estimates of scalar quantities J and x . Here, covm denotes the
sample covariance between two quantities and v arm denotes the sample variance of one quantity. A normalization of
the sensitivity S with the ratio of the ensemble spread of the forecast response function J to the spread of the state






v arm (J) =
covm (J, x)√
v arm (J)v arm (x) . (3)
One goal of this study is to estimate the relative potential impact of observable quantities using spatiotemporal
correlations. We take the squared correlations accumulated over the evaluation domain and all response functions of
interest as proxy for the potential impact of the respective observable quantity on a precipitation forecast. This gives us












covm (Ji , xI )√
v arm (Ji )v arm (xI ) . (5)
with index i = 1...n (n - number of forecast response functions) and index I = 1...N (N - number of grid points). As
forecast response function J, we use the precipitation forecast spatially averaged over squares of 40 × 40 grid points.
The squares/response functions do not overlap and cover the entire ESA domain.
2.3.3 | Confidence test (T95)
A confidence test is applied to detect and exclude insignificant correlations from ESA (Torn and Hakim, 2008). This
is required to evaluate if a state variable x is able to cause a statistically significant change in the forecast response
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function J  covm (J, x)v arm (x)
 > δs , (6)
where δs is the confidence interval on the linear regression coefficient. For a given sample, we compute the sensitivity
that allows us to reject the null hypothesis that there is no correlation between the response function J and the state
variable xwith a defined confidence level. In this study, we use a 95% confidence level (T95). Insignificant correlations
are not considered in the computation of the ASC.
3 | EVALUATION OF THE ENSEMBLE SIMULATIONS AND ADDED VALUE BY
LARGER ENSEMBLE SIZES
3.1 | Ensemblemean and spread
At first, the 1000-member ensemble forecast is compared against the COSMO-DE forecast and independent radar-
derived precipitation observations. The radar-based precipitation product (RADOLAN; EY-product) covers most parts
of central Europe and delivers frequent observations over Germany (Fig. 3a). The main focus of the comparison is
to assess if the 1000-member ensemble captures the precipitation and provides realistic spread as this is crucial for
estimating potential impact using ensemble correlations.
3.1.1 | Precipitation
Examples of regional distribution of precipitation
Figure 3a displays a map of the 1-h accumulated precipitation observations for 29 May 2016, 04UTC. The radar
composite shows a precipitation event over northern Germany as well as several scattered smaller cells over France,
Switzerland, and southernGermany. The 4-hCOSMO-DEensemblemean forecast captures the precipitation event over
northern Germanywhile the precipitation over France and Switzerland is slightly overestimated and the precipitation
in south-west Germany is underestimated (Fig. 3b). The SCALE-RM 1000-member ensemble forecast also predicts
precipitationover northernGermany (Fig. 3c), but exhibits smaller precipitation amounts. Furthermore, SCALE-RMdoes
not reveal enough precipitation over southern Germany even though some individual members showed precipitation in
this area (not shown).
Figure 3d shows the precipitation observations for 29May 2016 18UTC, which was the strongest precipitation event
occurring in theentire experimental period. On this day, bothmesoscale and synoptic-scale lifting led to thedevelopment
of severe thunderstorms that produced hail and rain-rates locally exceeding 20mmper hour. Themain precipitation
event took place over southern Germany, although additional cells have been observed all over central Europe. The 6-h
COSMO-DEensemblemeanprecipitation forecast (Fig. 3e) covers the region ofmaximumprecipitation but also predicts
precipitation in many other parts of the domain. The region of severe precipitation is smaller, weaker, and slightly
shifted to the north compared to the radar observation. The ensemble mean of SCALE-RM (Fig. 3f) underestimates the
intensity of this unique event evenmore and shows larger precipitation over Switzerland and Austria. However, some
members were at least able to produce precipitation rates close to the ensemblemean precipitation of COSMO-DE in
the area of themaximum observed precipitation (not shown).
Figure 3g shows the precipitation observations at 30May 2016, 16UTC. At that time, an elongated precipitation region
is visible over northern Germany. COSMO-DE can predict the approximate structure and intensity of the precipitation
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F IGURE 3 Hourly accumulated precipitation as estimated by the radar network (a,d,g) as well as COSMO-DE
40-member (b,e,h) and SCALE-RM1000-member (c,f,i) ensemblemean precipitation for 29May 2016 04UTC (top row),
18UTC (middle row) and 30May 2016 16UTC (bottom row). The forecast lengths for themodel simulations
(COSMO-DE and SCALE-RM) are 4-h (b,c,h,i) and 6-h (e,f), respectively.
event, but there is some uncertainty on the exact position among the ensemblemembers (Fig. 3h). In the SCALE-RM
simulation (Fig. 3i), the precipitation bandmoved too slowly and is located approximately 100 km south of the observed
position. Nevertheless, SCALE-RM is able to overall capture the precipitation band as well as the precipitation over
France and Austria.
In summary, COSMO-DE providesmore accurate precipitation forecasts than SCALE-RM,which is likely due to the high-
resolution data assimilation incorporated in COSMO-KENDA and better tuning for the region of interest. Nevertheless,
the SCALE-RM forecasts overall provide realistic precipitation amounts and patterns, which is an important prerequisite
for studying spatial and spatiotemporal correlations based on this data set. Amore detailed analysis of this ensemble
simulation including the investigation on non-Gaussianity and more sphisticated measures will be performed in a
subsequent study.
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Temporal evolution
Figure 4a shows the temporal evolution of the domainmean precipitation during all ten forecasts. Both ensemble mean
and spread are investigated for the innermost domain (see Fig. 1b). The radar-derived domainmean precipitation is
again used as a reference for both ensemble simulations. All five days featured strong precipitation events and showed a
diurnal cycle in the precipitation amount peaking in the afternoon. As discussed previously, most severe thunderstorms
occurred in the afternoon of 29May 2016 indicated by the highest domain average precipitation. COSMO-DEwell
captures the temporal evolution of the precipitation peaking in the afternoon at a similar time andwith a similar intensity
as in the radar observation. Nevertheless, the COSMO-DE ensemble is not able to predict the intensity of the severe
rainfall on 29May 2016.




































F IGURE 4 (a) Domainmean hourly accumulated radar derived precipitation observation (solid grey) as well as
SCALE-RM1000-member (solid black) and COSMO-DE 40-member (dashed black) 12-h ensemble precipitation
forecasts, 29May 2016 00UTC till 03 June 2016 00UTC. (b) Domainmean spread of the hourly accumulated
precipitation forecasts for different ensemble samples and the same period (SCALE-RM40-member ensemble, dotted
black).
SCALE-RM reproduces the diurnal cycle of precipitation similarly to COSMO-DE but less accurately. Both timing and
amplitude of the peaks are slightly different from the radar observations, especially at the beginning of the experimental
period. As discussed previously, one reason is that SCALE-RMwas not able to fully predict the correct intensity of the
severe thunderstorms over southern Germany. Additionally, most members exhibited their strongest precipitation
over the Alps, but this region is not included in the verification domain (Fig. 1b and 3f). Nevertheless, somemembers
revealed a three times stronger precipitation than the ensemblemean.
Overall, the first forecast hour after each analysis should be treatedwith caution (see Fig. 4). The re-initialization of a
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new forecast in some cases leads to an underestimation of precipitation at the beginning of the forecast. This spin-up
effect is especially visible for the SCALE-LETKF system at the beginning of June. The cause of this effect seems to
originate from the downscaling, which is required to obtain the high-resolution initial conditions. SCALE-RM requires a
fewmodel iterations to develop small-scale structures, aswell as to diagnose sufficient precipitation from the prognostic
variables, while in the COSMO-KENDA system the precipitation amount is almost preserved after the analysis. This is
reasonable recalling that for the COSMO-KENDA system the analysis is obtained on the same resolution as the forecast
(warm-start initialization; 2.8 km), while the SCALE-RM simulation is based on a cold-start approach that includes a
downscaling of the initial condition from a coarser grid.
Figure 4b shows the temporal evolution of the domainmean spread of hourly precipitation. The diurnal cycle is visible in
the spread peaking in the late afternoon and showing a smaller amplitude during the night. Except for the first day of the
experimental period, the SCALE-RM1000-member ensemble exhibits the largest spread of all ensemble simulations.
A random 40-member subset of the 1000-member ensemble is additionally included in the comparison to assess if
the ensemble spread strongly changes with the ensemble size as well as to compare COSMO-DE and SCALE-RM
using an equal ensemble size. The SCALE-RM40-member ensemble usually reveals a smaller spread resulting from an
under-sampling of the true variance. Consequently, the spread of the SCALE-RM40-member ensemble is often closer
to the spread of COSMO-DE. As discussed previously, initializing SCALE-RM from the downscaled analysis reduces the
spread at the beginning of most forecasts.
Overall, the SCALE-RM1000-member ensemble delivers fairly realistic precipitation forecasts regarding ensemble
mean and spread. The amount and timing of precipitation events do not necessarily need to coincide with an opera-
tional forecasting system or observations as ensemble sensitivity analysis or the analysis of sampling errors does not
incorporate observations and therefore only requires realistic scenarios. The first forecast hour has been ignored for
the ensemble evaluation to exclude potential spin-up effects originating from downscaling. For this reason, the 1-h
forecast is used as an initial state x to compute ensemble sensitivities with respect to precipitation.
3.1.2 | Growth of spread for prognostic model variables
Figure 5 displays the evolution of the domainmean ensemble spreadwith forecast lead time for different prognostic
model variables. For simplicity and as the focus is on the growth of the ensemble spread, the available ten forecasts
have been averaged temporally. The 1000-member ensemble spread of 10-m and 500hPa zonal wind (Fig. 5a) is slightly
larger than for COSMO-DE. For both simulations, the ensemble spread increases equally fast throughout the forecast,
while the upper-air spread is larger than that close to the surface. The ensemble spread of 500 hPa temperature (Fig. 5b)
hardly increases with lead time and coincides roughly for both simulations. In contrast to the zonal wind, the ensemble
spread close to the surface is larger than in the middle troposphere. Initially SCALE-RM and COSMO-DE exhibit a
similar surface temperature spread, which increases stronger in the 1000-member ensemble simulation. The ensemble
spread for 850hPa specific humidity (Fig. 5c) is also higher for the SCALE-RM 1000-member ensemble, while the
COSMO-DE ensemble spread increases slightly faster. As indicated by surface temperature and 850hPa specific
humidity, SCALE-RM exhibits a larger variability close to the surface compared to COSMO-DE. For all prognostic model
variables, the evolution of the ensemble spread is reasonable andwell simulated by the SCALE-RM ensemble.
3.1.3 | Spectral analysis of variances
The spectral variance is analyzed to examine the structure and amplitude of the ensemble perturbations and their
dependence on different boundary perturbation and data assimilation schemes. Figure 6 compares spectra of variance
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F IGURE 5 Time-averaged domainmean spread as function of lead time for prognostic variables, 29May to 03 June
2016. Comparison between SCALE-RM1000-member and COSMO-DE 40-member ensemble. (a) 500 hPa and 10-m
zonal wind (b) 500 hPa and 2-m temperature, and (c) 850hPa specific humidity.
fields of 850 hPa temperature for three different ensemble setups and four forecast lead times. The spectra are obtained
for the innermost square ESA domain (see Fig. 1b). The one-dimensional spectra E (k ) are computed performing a 2D
Fourier transform on variance fields. The Fourier coefficients are summed up over annuli in wavenumber space. All
spectra are averaged over six different 1000-member ensemble forecasts that are initialized from 29 to 31May 2016
every day at 0 and 12UTC. The analysis only includes six forecasts to allow a comparison of three different ensem-
ble simulations: the COSMO-DE 40-member ensemble (Fig. 6a), the SCALE-RM 1000-member ensemble including
(Fig. 6b) and excluding (Fig. 6c) GEFS perturbations. The latter comparison is done to examine the impact of both
random/climatological perturbations and GEFS perturbations on the SCALE-RM1000-member ensemble simulation.
The analysis is exemplarily discussed for 850hPa temperature similar to Kuehnlein et al. (2014).
Figure 6a displays the temporally averaged variance spectra of the COSMO-DE 40-member ensemble. Given a
convective-scale DA system, the shape of the variance spectra for the first model integration (0 h forecast) is already
fairly similar to longer lead times. In contrast, the SCALE 1000-member ensemble exhibits a more pronounced spin-up
(Fig. 6b), which is related to using downscaled initial conditions. The spectrum computed for the first model integration
(0 h forecast) shows a clear lack of small-scale variability. Furthermore, the spectrum contains several peaks at scales
smaller than 15km that also seem to arise from the downscaling from 15km to 3 kmmesh size. Themodel requires
approximately two hours to fully develop small-scale perturbations. However, most of the spin-up is already finished
within the first forecast hour. The SCALE-RM simulation has a slightly smaller variability onmeso and convective scales
compared to COSMO, which partly seems to be a consequence of the downscaling.
Figure 6c displays the spectral variance for a second SCALE-RM1000-member ensemble simulation that only applies
random/climatological boundary perturbations. The comparison to themain SCALE-RM simulation (that applies both
random and GEFS perturbations, Fig. 6b) shows that including the GEFS perturbations adds variability on all scales.
Consequently, with the GEFS perturbations, the spin-up time is reduced and realistic small-scale perturbations develop
earlier. After the spin-up, the differences due to the different perturbation settings seem to be small.
Overall, the spectral analysis shows the benefit of combining both GEFS and random perturbations to achieve realistic
ensemble perturbations comparable to COSMO-DE. Formost quantities, realistic small-scale perturbations develop
within the first forecast hour. This growth saturates within two hours lead time. To exclude forecast steps that are
affected by the spin-up and to ensure realistic ensemble perturbations, the 1h-forecast is used as initial state for the
computation of spatial and spatio-temporal correlations.
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(c) SCALE-RM1000 - no GEFS perturbations
F IGURE 6 Time-averaged spectral variance of temperature at 850 hPa for different forecast lead times (0, 1, 2, and
3 h) and ensemble setups, 29 to 31May 2016. The 0-h forecast represents the first model integration. The gray shading
indicates spatial scales smaller than 15 km. (a) COSMO-DE 40-member ensemble, SCALE-RM1000-member ensemble
(b) including and (c) excluding GEFS perturbations.
3.2 | Spatial correlations
As a second step, we focus on spatial correlations. Such correlations are crucial for hybrid and ensemble DA systems,
which rely on accurate correlation estimates for spreading the information from observations spatially and among
different variables. We show results for three different ensemble sizes: A small (40 members), medium-sized (200
members) and large (1000 members) ensemble. The subsets are drawn from the 1000-member ensemble with the
constraints that eachmember of the 20-member GEFS boundary perturbations is represented equally often and that
the 40-member subset is included in the 200-member subset. Spatial correlations between different grid points and
variables are calculated using the 1-h forecast state, which is similar to using the first guess during hourly cycling.
3.2.1 | Horizontal correlation
Figure 7 displays themean absolute correlation and error as a function of spatial distance. Here, themean absolute













r nm − r n1000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wherem describes the ensemble size and N specifies the number of grid points in a defined distance range that are
used to compute themean correlation and error. Distances are binned in steps of 13 km. The error here is the error
in the correlation assuming the 1000-member correlation as the truth. For each forecast, we evaluate correlations
from nine different grid points to all other grid points in the domain. These nine grid points are evenly distributed in
the domain and lie at least 150 km apart from each other. The error at each grid point is calculated with respect to the
1000-member ensemble correlation and results are also averaged over all ten forecasts.
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Fig. 7a shows themean absolute correlation of the full 1000-member ensemble (MAC1000) of 500 hPa temperature to
500hPa temperature itself as a function of horizontal distance. On short distances, tropospheric temperatures are
highly correlated. TheMAC1000 decreases to 0.5 at a distance of 200 km. From 200 to 500 km, the spatial de-correlation
continues butwith aweaker gradient. Both, theMAC40 andMAC200 coincidewith theMAC1000 , slightly underestimating
the correlation at large distances. The 200-member subset exhibits approximately half themean absolute error (MAE)
of the 40-member subset, but the error of both samples is much smaller than theMAC. TheMAE200 increases slower
































































(d) T 2m to U 10m
F IGURE 7 Mean absolute correlation (MAC; solid) and error (MAE; dashed) as function of spatial distance [km] for
1000, 200 and 40members. Correlations of 500hPa temperature to (a) 500 hPa temperature and (b) 500hPa specific
humidity as well as correlations of 2-m temperature to (c) 2-m temperature, and (d) 10-m zonal wind.
Cross-correlations of temperature to specific humidity (Fig. 7b) are substantially weaker. The MAC1000 exhibits a
maximum value of about 0.22, decreases up to a distance of approximately 100 km and remains constant farther away.
The 200-member ensemble roughly estimates the shape of theMAC1000, while 40members substantially overestimate
the true correlation due to spurious correlations. The MAC40 is approximately three times larger compared to the
MAC1000 after a distance of 150 km. For the 40-member ensemble, correlations of distances longer than 50km are
not trustworthy as their error exceeds the absolute value of theMAC1000. This cross-over point roughly indicates a
suitable choice as localization scale in data assimilation, but the applied localization scale may also be restricted by
other considerations as e.g. consistency for different variables or the number of observations within the localization
scale for an LETKF. Using 200members almost doubles the distance of this cross-over point compared to 40members.
Figure 7c shows the spatial correlation of 2-m temperature to 2-m temperature itself. As for upper air temperatures, the
MAC1000 is large on short distances but decreases faster and is weaker at longer distances. The 200-member ensemble
almost coincides with theMAC1000 and the error does not exceed theMAC1000 before reaching 500 km distance. The
MAC40 agrees with theMAC1000 up to a distance of about 100 km, but around 200 km the error starts to get larger than
the absolute value.
The MAE of cross-correlations of 2-m temperature to 10-m zonal wind (Fig. 7d) is fairly constant at all distances,
while the correspondingMAC ismuch smaller than for the correlation of 2-m temperature to 2-m temperature. As a
consequence, theMAE40 exceeds theMAC1000 at a distance of slightly over 100 km, while theMAE200 remains below
up to a distance of 500 km.
In summary, these examples show that the 1000-member ensemble can be used to quantify sampling errors as well
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as to investigate suitable choices for localization length scales in convective-scale NWP. The different results for
different variables highlight that it would be desirable to select very different scales for different model variables and
combinations of variables. Furthermore, the results show a big advantage of correlations from the 200-member subset
compared to 40members.
3.2.2 | Vertical correlation
Vertical correlations are evaluated using one 1000-member ensemble forecast at 30May 2016 and vertical profiles at
all grid points in the domain. Given a high number of vertical correlations in the domain under various atmospheric
conditions (40.000 vertical columns), the analysis is presented for a single date. Figure 8a shows themean absolute
correlation of temperature at 500hPa to temperature at other levels. TheMAC1000 exhibits a correlation of 1 at the
response level and rapidly decreases to a value of 0.25 reaching a vertical distance of 150 hPa. Levels close to the ground
and tropopause are hardly correlated with 500hPa. The 200-member ensemble again roughly coincides with 1000
members with only a slight overestimation of the true correlation. The 40-member ensemble gives similar results close
to the response level but overestimates the absolute correlation above and below by a factor two.
Next, we examine the horizontally averagedmean absolute error (MAE) of the correlation (assuming the 1000-member
correlation as the truth) as a function of height (Fig. 8b). The 200-member ensemble exhibits a small sampling error
of about 0.05, except for the response level and the two neighboring levels above and below. TheMAE40 exhibits a
substantially higher error with values that are up to three times higher at distances of more than 100 hPa. Comparing
the amplitudes of sampling errors for both subsets with theMAC1000, theMAE200 hardly exceed the true correlation. In
contrast, theMAE40 increases faster with distance and exceeds theMAC1000 200hPa above and below the response
level. Consequently, using a 40-member ensemble would require a narrow vertical localization to reduce the impact of
spurious correlations. For temperature, the width (in hPa) of the required vertical localization hardly changes with the
height of the chosen response level (not shown).
Figure8cdisplays vertical cross-correlationsof 500 hPa temperaturewith specifichumidity at other levels, andFigure8d
shows its sampling errors. The MAC1000 is generally weak and exhibits a maximum of 0.2 around 500hPa. The 40-
member ensemble overestimates theMAC by 0.1 independently of the height. The 200-member ensemble only slightly
overestimates theMAC. As for temperature, the vertical extent of the area of increased correlation is approximately
300hPa. Nevertheless, the relative error is larger for cross-correlations as the 1000-member correlation is much
weaker (Fig. 8d). Using 200members, correlations for distances larger than about 150hPa are not trustworthy. For the
40-member ensemble, the error strongly exceeds the 1000-member correlation at nearly all levels except for a narrow
band around the response level. Thus a strong localization would be required to reduce sampling errors.
Overall, 200members appear sufficient to estimate vertical correlations of temperature, while 40members require a
narrow vertical localization of less than 200hPa vertical extent. In general, estimating vertical cross-correlations is
more demanding than estimating horizontal correlations. Especially, spurious correlations in combination with weak
correlations are an issue as large relative errors emphasize the need for localization for both investigated ensemble sizes.
Principally, localizing after a certain distance is potentially dangerous in case of long-range correlations. For instance,
clouds and hydrometeors are correlated with temperatures near the surface due to radiative processes (not shown).
Similarly, satellite observations often provide integrated information on the entire vertical profile. A possible solution
for this issue are statistical sampling error correction (SEC) approaches that aim to correct for spurious correlations
without damping correlations after a certain distance (Anderson, 2012, 2016). Further investigation of this approach is
provided in Necker et al. (2019).
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(d) T 500hPa toQV
F IGURE 8 Mean absolute correlation (MAC) and error (MAE) as function of vertical distance [hPa] for differently
sized ensembles. Correlations are calculated from 500hPa response level (horizontal dotted line) to all other levels.
Correlations of 500hPa temperature to (a) temperature and to (c) specific humidity. CorrespondingMAE for
temperature (b) and specific humidity (d). Note: The black solid line in (b,d) displays theMAC1000 as shown in (a,c).
Vertical correlations are evaluated for the 1-h forecast initialized on 30May 2016, 12UTC.
3.3 | Spatiotemporal correlations
3.3.1 | Example of correlation fields
Ensemble sensitivity analysis is used to compute spatiotemporal correlations for the 1000-member ensemble as well as
two random subsets. Ensemble subsets are generated identically as for spatial correlations (Sec. 3.2), andwe focus on
short-range forecasts with a lead time of 3-h. The response function is fixed at 4-h lead time, and the 1-h forecast is used
as the initial state. Figure 9a shows the 1000-member ensemblemean precipitation forecast at 29May 2016 4UTC
including streamlines of 500hPawind. The small black boxmarks the position of the response function (precipitation
spatially averaged over 40× 40 grid points) that is used to calculate the spatiotemporal correlations for the investigation
of the sensitivity of this precipitation system.
The precipitation forecast and initial sea-level pressure field are negatively correlated (Fig. 9b). This means that lower
pressure coincides with stronger precipitation in the ensemble. A small-scale structure with correlation values near
zero is embedded slightly south of the response function within the relatively smooth large-scale correlation field. This
small-scale structure roughly matches the position of the precipitating system at the beginning of the forecast and likely
corresponds to surface cooling due to evaporating precipitation. The correlation field of initial 500hPa zonal wind
(Fig. 9c) exhibits a dipole structure. In this case, the dipole seems to indicate stronger cyclonic shear in the south of the
box.
Figure 9d shows the spatiotemporal correlation of precipitation inside the response function to earlier precipitation.
Precipitation is positively correlated with itself as initially stronger precipitation correlates with increased precipitation
three hours later. A similar correlation signal can be observed for hydrometeors (Fig. 9e). Here, hydrometeors are
composed of specific cloud water, rain, ice, snow, and graupel content. For hydrometeors, the region of maximum
correlation is slightly shifted northwards compared to the precipitation. This could originate from accumulation of
the precipitation over one forecast hour or the fact that hydrometeors appear before precipitation is observed at the
ground. Furthermore, both precipitation and hydrometeors exhibit a weak positive correlation signal over south-west
Germany, which is caused by precipitation in this region in some of the 1000members.
Similar to sea-level pressure, the upper-air temperature (Fig. 10a) reveals a rather smooth and large-scale correlation
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(c) Zonal wind at 500hPa

























(e) Hydrometeors at 500hPa
F IGURE 9 (a) Same as Fig. 3c but 1000-member ensemblemean precipitation forecast including streamlines of
500hPawind (red solid) in the ESA domain (black dashed), 29May 2016 04UTC. The small black box indicates the
precipitation region that is used for the sensitivity analysis. (b-e) Sensitivity of the 3 h precipitation forecast inside the
box to different initial model fields using the 1000-member ensemble, 29May 2016 01UTC.
pattern with negative values, but positive correlation values in the vicinity of the precipitating system that are likely
related to the release of latent heat in the precipitating system. The correlation of the specific humidity at 850hPa
(Fig. 10d) is weaker and only extends over a smaller area compared to temperature. The elongated tail roughly marks
the track of the precipitating system during the night indicated by the streamlines in Fig. 9a. It seems that the humidity
signal reflects precipitation that took place already before analysis time. Interestingly, this feature is not visible in
the sensitivity to hydrometeors (Fig. 9e). This may by related to the shorter presence of hydrometeors compared to
their longer lasting effect on humidity. The maximum correlation is located in the same region as for temperature,
showing a positive correlation of specific humidity and precipitation intensity. Overall, the correlations obtained from
the 1000-member ensemble depict physical processes that contribute to the evolution of the precipitating system. If
the initial conditions are warmer, more humid and exhibit a higher amount of hydrometers at 500hPa, the resulting
precipitation is more intense. The same applies to initially lower pressure and stronger precipitation.
3.3.2 | Properties of sampling errors
In this section, we present examples of sampling errors for spatiotemporal correlations of precipitation to two rep-
resentative variables (500hPa temperature and 850hPa specific humidity) using two ensemble subsets (200 and 40
members). The 500hPa temperature correlation pattern is exemplary for other variables with large-scale correlation
patterns (e.g., pressure), whereas 850hPa specific humidity is representative for variables that exhibit small-scale
structures in the correlation field (e.g., surface quantities or hydrometeors and precipitation). The 1000-member
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ensemble again serves as a reference.














































































F IGURE 10 Same as Fig. 9, but for the sensitivity of the 3 h precipitation forecast to temperature at 500hPa (top
row) and specific humidity at 850hPa (bottom row) for different ensemble sizes, 29May 2016 01UTC.
Reducing the ensemble size from 1000 to 200members only leads tomoderate changes for the correlation to 500hPa
temperature (Fig. 10b). The region of positive correlation still looks fairly similar regarding position andmagnitude,
but negative correlations farther away are systematically larger in magnitude due to spurious oscillations. Differences
moving to a 40-member ensemble are substantially larger (Fig. 10c). The local positive correlation pattern lost its shape
and negative correlations farther away intensified even further due to sampling errors. Nevertheless, the 40-member
ensemble still provides qualitative information as it captures the overall structure and sign of the correlation field for
500hPa temperature.
Figure 10e shows the sensitivity of precipitation to specific humidity at 850 hPa using a 200-member ensemble. Similar
to temperature, weak spurious correlations appear in large parts of the domain, but the region of maximum correlation
as well as its elongated tail are well-captured. Lowering the ensemble size to 40 members (Fig. 10f) substantially
increases sampling errors and the correlation field is now dominated by spurious correlations.
These results suggest that the 40-member ensemble can provide qualitative information for large-scale patterns, but
struggles to estimate correlations for more variable fields as for example 850hPa humidity or hydrometeors. The
200-member ensemble provides reasonable correlation patterns for all variables, but the fields are still affected by
spurious correlations and caution is necessarywhen using correlations in a quantitative sense as in the following section.
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3.4 | Estimating potential impact
This section discusses an approach for investigating the relative potential of observable quantities for improving
precipitation forecasts. Again, we focus on spatiotemporal correlations of precipitation obtained for 3-h lead time
forecasts. As introduced in Section 2.3.2, we use the accumulated squared correlation (ASC) as a proxy for the potential
impact. This means that we accumulate the squared correlation of the precipitation forecast with an initial condition
variable over the whole domain and all available forecasts to estimate the relative importance of that variable for data
assimilation.
Figure 11 shows the time-averaged ASC as a function of ensemble size between the 3-h precipitation forecast and zonal
wind at 500hPa (Fig. 11a), 2-m temperature (Fig. 11b) and precipitation (Fig. 11c), respectively, at the initial time. For
all variables, the ASC using small ensembles is strongly overestimated due to spurious correlations. For instance, the
ASC1000 is overestimated bymore than 200% using a 40-member ensemble. Generally, the ASC strongly decreases with
increased ensemble size, but hardly changes from 600 to 1000members. This saturation for large samples indicates
that spatiotemporal correlations obtained with a 1000-member ensemble are presumably reliable estimates. However,
it should also be noted that the larger subsamples overlap with the 1000-member ensemble to a larger degree.
Furthermore, we tested two different approaches tomitigate sampling errors. The first is a confidence test (T95) that
excludes insignificant correlations and has been used in several previous ESA studies (Torn and Hakim, 2008). The
second is a statistical sampling error correction (SEC; Anderson (2012)) that is based on a Monte-Carlo approach.
Necker et al. (2019) shows that the SEC substantially reduces sampling errors for spatial correlations for DA as well as
for spatiotemporal correlations as they are calculated within ESA. Compared to the T95, the SEC does not fully exclude
small correlations, but systematically reduces the correlation values to account for the overestimation of correlations
due to spurious correlations. Examining 500hPa zonal wind (Fig. 11a), both approaches substantially improve the
ASC estimate for small samples. The SEC performs slightly better compared to the T95 and results for the sampling
error corrected 200-member ensemble are already close to the ASC1000. Improvements are similar for other variables
(Fig. 11b and Fig. 11c). Overall, 200members including SEC seem to be a reasonable choice for estimating the ASC if no
1000-member ensemble is available. However, it should be noted that there is a small remaining error in the estimate
and that the relative error differs for different variables as sampling errors tend to be higher for smaller-scale fields.
This can lead to a systematic over- or underestimation of the relative potential of the respective variable. For smaller
ensembles (e.g., 40members), this effect is even larger, and it seems questionable if smaller ensembles are applicable
for such a quantitative evaluation of correlations.
Figure 12a shows the time-averaged ASC1000 for seven different variables using a precipitation response function and
the 1000-member ensemble. Before the discussion, it should be noted that the primary purpose of this study is the
discussion of the appropriate ensemble size for such an application. The potential of different observable quantities will
be analyzed inmore detail in a subsequent study that will also separate different scales.
Sea-level pressure (PS) exhibits the largest ASC1000, followed bywind at 500hPa and 10-m height. Precipitation has a
smaller sensitivity to initial perturbations of temperature and humidity. The smallest ASC is found for precipitation.
Applying a confidence test to the 1000-member correlations hardly changes the ASC (Fig. 12a). This confirms the
reliability of the results obtained for the 1000-member ensemble.
Using 200members, the ASC is overestimated for all variables (Fig. 12b). The largest differences are visible for wind
and precipitation. As found before, both the T95 and the SEC substantially improve the ASC (Fig. 12b and 12c). Again,
the SEC performs slightly better than the T95. The results including the SEC are fairly close to the ASC1000, but there
are still some small differences as for example an overestimation of the ASC for precipitation.
Using a 40-member ensemble (Fig. 12d), the ASC is strongly overestimated and the ranking changes compared to
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(a) 500 hPa zonal wind




















































F IGURE 11 Time-averaged accumulated squared correlation (solid, black) as function of ensemble size for
different variables, 29May to 03 June 2016. ASC including confidence test with 95% confidence level (dashed, blue),
sampling error correction (dotted, red) and ASC1000 (thin horizontal line, black). Spatiotemporal correlations of
precipitation to (a) 500 hPa zonal wind, (b) 2-m temperature and (c) precipitation.
examining the ASC1000, even when the SEC is included. For example, the ASC for precipitation now has an equally large
or higher impact as specific humidity or surface temperature. Overall, under-sampling causes an overestimation of the
ASC, even if the T95 or the SEC are applied (Fig. 12d and 12e). The 40-member ensemble is therefore not reliable for
estimating the ASC or relative ASC of one quantity to another. Nevertheless, it can provide some qualitative guidance.
4 | CONCLUSIONS
Our study presents the first convective-scale 1000-member ensemble simulation over central Europe and discusses
properties and potential applications of this unique data set. The 1000-member ensemble simulation couples two
domains through an offline nesting approach and applies the SCALE-LETKF data assimilation system. The data as-
similation cycling is performed on a 15 kmmesh size and ensemble boundary conditions are obtained from the GEFS
system combinedwith random perturbations. The initial conditions for the 3 kmmesh size 1000-member forecasts are
obtained by downscaling. The experimental domain is centered over Germany and the five-day period has been chosen
because of exceptionally strong summertime convective precipitation.
The simulation is compared to observations as well as to ensemble forecasts of similar resolution computed with
the operational COSMO-KENDA system of Deutscher Wetterdienst. COSMO-KENDA forecasts that incorporate
high-resolution data assimilation are more skillful than the downscaled SCALE-RM forecasts, but the SCALE-RM
1000-member ensemble overall provides realistic precipitation patterns. Bothmodels reproduce the diurnal cycle of
precipitationmoderately well in comparison to radar observations. Spin-up effects for precipitation resulting from the
downscaling are identified during the first fewmodel integrations. However, these effects are negligible excluding the
first forecast hour from the performed analysis. Overall, the 1000-member ensemble exhibits a realistic evolution of
the ensemble spread of precipitation and other variables.
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(a) 1000members + T95 (b) 200members + T95 (c) 200members + SEC
(d) 40members + T95 (e) 40members + SEC
F IGURE 12 Time-averaged ASC using a precipitation response function for all 3-h forecasts, 29May to 03 June
2016. 1000-member ensemble (a) as well as sub-sampled 200 (b,c) and 40 (d,e) member ensemble including sampling
error correction (SEC) or confidence test (T95). Average ASC of all variables (dashed line).
Spatial correlations are calculated using the 1000-member ensemble as well as two ensemble subsets (200 and 40
members). The comparison of these two subsets against the 1000-member ensemble is used to investigate error
correlations and the effect of sampling error for convective-scale data assimilation. Horizontally, a 40-member ensemble
in most cases strongly overestimates the true absolute correlation due to spurious correlations. Cross-correlations
of temperature to other variables as well as near-surface correlations would, therefore, require a narrow horizontal
localization of less than 150km. For all variables, using 200members largely reduces spurious correlations, and the
mean absolute error is more than halved. Consequently, a much broader localization can be applied. Overall, the results
suggest that different model variables and combinations of variables require very different localization scales. This
emphasizes the advantage of different localization for different variables. Such a variable-dependent localization,
however, is not straightforward to implement in some variations of ensemble DA such as the LETKF for example, where
localization is applied in observation space. Furthermore, the results show a big advantage of using 200 members
compared to 40members.
Vertically, temperature correlations strongly decrease to a distance of about 200 hPa. Considering cross-correlations of
temperature to other variables, the 40-member ensemble struggles to produce reliable estimates of error covariances,
and consequently, a strong vertical localizationwould be required. Using 200members substantially improves estimated
error covariances for convective-scale DA. However, damping correlations after a certain distance appears potentially
dangerous considering that pressure, clouds or satellite observations contain integrated information or exhibit long-
range correlations. Mitigation of such issues could be achieved using a statistical sampling error correction as suggested
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by Anderson (2012). Necker et al. (2019) evaluate this look-up table based sampling error correction (SEC) using the
presented 1000-member ensemble simulation.
Spatiotemporal correlations of precipitation with different initial condition variables are discussed for a nocturnal
precipitation event on 29May 2016. Such spatiotemporal correlations are the basis for ensemble sensitivity analysis
(ESA) that is often used to investigate atmospheric dynamics on various scales. The example shows that ESA using
a 1000-member ensemble is able to return realistic spatiotemporal correlations with respect to precipitation. The
1000-member ensemble can highlight small-scale features that are traceable in space and time. Sensitivity studies on
the ensemble size suggest that a 40-member ensemble can provide some qualitative guidance for large-scale patterns.
However, about 200members are required to detect small-scale structures reliably.
The accumulated squared correlation (ASC) is presented as an approach to investigate the relative potential of ob-
servable quantities for data assimilation. Sensitivity studies on ensemble size indicate that a 1000-member ensemble
returns reliable estimates of the ASC. A 200-member ensemble can provide fairly reliable estimates of the ASC if a
confidence test or sampling error correction is included. However, some differences to the 1000-member ensemble still
occurred for highly variable fields for example precipitation. Smaller ensembles are not able to estimate the correct
amplitude of the ASC but were able to distinguish variables with considerable differences of the ASC. Overall, this study
aims to provide the basis for subsequent research on observing and data assimilation strategies for convective-scale
NWP. Further investigation is particularly required to separate different scales in this context. Such a scale-analysis and
the investigation of vertical localization for satellite data assimilation, is currently ongoing in concurrent projects that
build upon the simulation presented in this study.
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This study presents a unique convective-scale 1000-member en-
semble simulation over central Europe. As a first step, the large
ensemble is used to investigate sampling errors and localization
in convective-scale data assimilation. Furthermore, we introduce
how the relative potential impact of observable quantities can be
estimated using spatiotemporal correlations obtainedwith ensem-
ble sensitivity analysis.
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